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‘Patients gain a greater feeling of control over their musculoskeletal pain 

and post-surgery rehabilitation’. 

 

 

Introduction 

The Professional Massage Mitts are a pair of silicon massage mitts designed and 

patented GB2543361 by a qualified and chartered physiotherapist. They are for 

medical and sports use. They also reduce strain on the wrist and hands of the 

masseuse/user.  

The physiotherapist is Sandra Whittle and the company that holds all rights is Soma 

Therapies Ltd (Company registration No: 04988710).   At the time of conception 

Sandra was working long hours providing physio and various massage treatments in 

a very busy physiotherapy clinic. The Professional Massage Mitts were designed out 

of necessity; Sandra was suffering from repetitive strain injuries to the wrists and 

hands.  The Mitts have integral support to protect the therapist’s hands and external 

nodules for increased tactile surface to enhance sensory massage stimulation.  They 

can be used for self-massage or as an aid for rehabilitation from allied health 

professionals for more complex soft tissue mobilisation procedures. 

Over time and after hundreds of patients’ feedback along with numerous 

testimonials, it was obvious that if the patient took control of their rehabilitation and 

used the Mitts on themselves they were able to improve their own outcomes and 

physically reduce their own symptoms. The Mitts empower patients to be able to do 

something constructive instead of relying on healthcare professionals to make the 

changes for them. This positive change in behaviours I’m sure would be welcome in 

the NHS. (Appendix 1, for advise on how to use the Mitts). 
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Clinic observations 

 Reduced muscle soreness after exercise - several testimonials describe how 

after using the mitts they reduced the recovery time after exercise and 

resolved minor muscle strain after exercise. 

 Scar tissue – post-operative scar tissue healed quickly with excellent recovery, 

reduced symptoms of localised pain and stiffness.  Mastectomy patients report 

how their scar tissue feeling instantly softer and how their scar pain and other 

symptoms reduced dramatically, and reduced localised swelling. 

 Burns – skin reports feeling normal again with less pain and tension. 

 Better results in less time – altered configurations of soft tissue take less time 

to soften. 

 Longer lasting effects of massage – patients reported still feeling the effects of 

the massage mitts working 4-6 hours after.  

 Reduced hand and joint fatigue – in this instance the physiotherapist no 

longer had RSI and worked all day without feeling tired. 

 

SURVEY RESULTS  

455 patients were surveyed: 98% (445 patients) stated a preference and benefit of 

using the massage mitts as opposed to bare hand massage (Appendix 2). 

Why people seek massage 

 Relaxation. 

 Sports massage. 

 Injury. 

 Unexplained pain, alternative to the GP. 

 Chronic conditions. 

 Alternative to pain relief. 

 

Professional Massage Mitts 

 
The Professional Massage Mitts are a therapeutic, multi-directional massage tool 

designed to enhance self-massage. They can be used for rehabilitation and soft tissue 

mobilisation techniques for musculoskeletal (MSK) conditions.  

 

They may be used as an aid for patient autonomous rehabilitation pre- and post-

surgery, in an out-patient setting, and for allied health professionals to administer 

more intensive and complex procedures for the management of scar tissue. 
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Massage with the mitts provides a non-invasive, non-pharmaceutical alternative to 

reduce the symptoms of numerous musculoskeletal acute and chronic conditions, for 

rehabilitation pre- & post-surgery to reduce pain and restore function. 

 

Design Feature of the mitts 

 

 Surface nodules of various dimensions. The quality and consistency of the 

silicone nodules has encompassed features for optimum body conditioning 

and maximum contact. The nodules increase sensory stimulation and sensory 

feedback. 

 Made with medical/food grade silicone.  The flexibility of the mitts makes it 

easy to follow the contours of the body and keeps your hands relaxed for ease 

of movement. 

 The Mitts unique shape and integral support protects the user from repetitive 

strain injuries and overuse of their wrist, hand and finger joints. 

 

 UK Patent number: GB2543361 

(Appendix 2) 

  

Time line for product development  

(Appendix 3) 

 

 

Benefits of using the massage mitts in the NHS 

 

 Encourages and empowers patients to take control and responsibility for their 

own health and well-being. 

 Reduce ‘days off sick’ with minor MSK ailments. 

 Reduces the use of pain medication. 

 Improves outcomes in musculoskeletal disorders. 

 Improves self-care and preventative interventions in both primary and 

secondary care. 

 Reduces recovery time and improve outcome post-surgery and improve scar 

tissue formation. 

 Reduces the number of musculoskeletal and medical conditions that are being 

remedied or managed by surgery, they provide an alternative option before 

surgery.  

 Improves oncology management and self-care. 

 Could reduce the waiting list and demand for out-patient physiotherapy 

appointments. 
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Reduce NHS waiting times and improve patient outcomes for MSK 

conditions. 

 

Scar tissue, pain, and reduced physical function are the most common physical 

conditions dealt with by MSK physiotherapists and GPs in primary care. 

 

Reduce post-operative symptoms and increase patient satisfaction by giving the 

patient a tool to do for themselves. 

 

The massage mitts are easy to use and provide far superior results than just hands 

alone, people prefer using them and feel the results last much longer.  Patients feel 

more in control when using the mitts. They were able to reduce their own MSK 

symptoms. 

 

See our survey of 455 patients (appendix 4), and Patient Testimonials (appendix 5).  

 

 

The Professional Massage Mitts provide a new concept for 

treating MSK conditions and Scars. 
 

How patients or allied health care professionals use the massage mitts 

Patients – 

With visual reminders either via an app or leaflets, patients are encouraged to gently 

massage the applicable area of their body either in the shower or massage with oil. 

 

Treatment areas:  

 Face, neck and shoulders.  

 Upper back, neck and shoulders.  

 Lower back, thighs and stomach.  

 Lower limbs, Knees and feet.   

 All joints.  

 Healed scar tissue and adhesions. 

 

Using the mitts, you initiate the body’s own processes by stimulating the soft tissue 

where you are massaging thus turning the stimulation into biochemical and 

neurophysiological responses, improving wellbeing and restoring function. 

 

Professionals, or under supervision – 

 Pre- and post-surgery. 

 Oncology patients, (massage is no longer considered a contra indicated for 

cancer patients). 

 Burns - including radiotherapy burn sites. 

 Scar tissue. 
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 Chronic and acute pain. 

 Diabetes to improve circulation and reduce tissue deterioration. 

 Restricted movements, musculoskeletal conditions. 

 

The professional massage mitts are made from food grade silicone for the low 

thermal conductivity (reduced friction), low chemical reactivity and low toxicity 

properties that does not support microbiological growth, making them suitable for 

patient use in the NHS. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicone) 

 

What is different about using the Massage Mitts and how do they work? 

 

The University of Central Lancashire (UCLAN) has already obtained funding from 

the European Union Development Fund and is writing a report on the Massage 

Mitts. Early results indicate that massaging with the Mitts increased localised tissue 

oxygenation significantly greater than massaging with hands.  

 

We are still waiting for the completed report from UCLAN.  

 

Background 
 

The Mitts harness the knowledge of decades of physiotherapy and complementary 

therapies to create a highly functional and time saving pair of massage mitts. They 

have numerous therapeutic applications.  They reduce the impact of hours of 

massage and soft tissue mobilising techniques on the therapists’ hands and 

encompass years of scientific research. 

 

After using the Mitts on your skin even for a couple of minutes the tension of the 

tissue and fascia changes and soften. Dysfunctions of the fascia have been recognised 

as an indication of various symptoms, including scar tissue, musculoskeletal pain and 

altered soft tissue configurations that reduce functional movement [1].  

 

Sports massage has long been used to reduce or resolve pain and dysfunction and to 

use as part of a rehabilitation programme between training and after events. The soft 

tissue massage techniques of remedial sport massage help restore function and aid 

the recovery process.  Sports massage is considered important in rehabilitation; it is 

used to optimise the athlete’s health to stimulate biomechanical and physiological 

processes necessary to optimise performance, conditioning, maintenance support 

[2].  It is indicated that using the mitts post sporting events reduce the effects of the 

delayed onset of muscle soreness (DOMS), but we are at present collecting data to 

confirm their effect post 10K running events compared to massage with hands alone.  

We hope to engage with universities that have the facilities to undertake a research 

project that would proficiently demonstrate the precise benefits to our athletes.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicone
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Injury and scars tissue are also indicative for using the massage mitts, on both acute 

and chronic conditions; there are numerous testimonials to suggest that further 

investigations are valid.   

Scars can be cosmetically, psychologically, and physically incapacitating for patients, 

having a massage aid for home use that enhances the healing process would 

positively impact both the physical and emotional scars. The initial injuries may be 

caused by trauma, surgery, burns, or a skin disease [2] [3] [4], having a practical tool 

to support the process of tissue healing that a patient can use would reduce some 

elements of strain on the NHS funding.   

Stages of healing [5] 

 Stage 1: Acute inflammatory reaction - the massage mitts can be used to 

decrease inflammation, increase lymphatic draining and influence early 

fibroblastic activity to promote healing and prevent compensation patterns.  

 Stage 2: Subacute repair and healing - this is when collagen and scar tissue 

formation can be influenced by using the massage mitts.  Post 

injury/operation when the wound has healed (approximately after two weeks), 

using the massage mitts will reduce recovery times and improve outcomes 

without overstressing the tissue and maintain, or increase flexibility within 

the tissue. 

 Stage 3: Remodelling - reduce tissue and scar contraction with continued 

frequent gentle massage techniques with the mitts to return to full function 

and mobility. 

 Stage 4: The Maturation Phase can last between 21 days and two years 

Macrophages re-organise the collagen within the newly healed wound to form 

a scar. This scar tissue will fade from red to white over time.  Using the 

massage mitts will ensure that the scar remain flexible and reduce the risk of 

scar tissue complications. 

The components of scar tissue formed in subacute phase two is quite different from 

the functional chronic healing stage [6]. It will slightly vary also depending on the 

pathology of the wound, injury site, and if the wound is from trauma, elective 

surgery, or from a burn. There is evidence that suggests scar massage is effective to 

improve scar tissue appearance, but more extensive clinical trials are needed to 

develop evidence-based guidelines for scar massage [7].  

There are several studies that highlight the positive effects of massage to reduce pain 

in various chronic conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia [8], and   

studies that highlight the benefits of massage to positively reduced symptoms of  

depression and anxiety amongst patients.  Massage physically reduces heart rate, and 

there is evidence of improved immune function [8] by reducing stress levels through 

massage.  Recent studies link inflammation and fascia dysfunction to the increased 

pain levels in fibromyalgia [9] and suggest the use of manual therapies such as the 

massage and myofascial release techniques would be extremely effective [10]. 
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Massage is used for various reasons, we know that it increases localised blood 

circulation, lowers blood pressure, improves flexibility and joint mobility, induces 

relaxation to reduce stress,  lowers blood pressure, boosts your energy levels, releases 

endorphins and enhances mood, increases the flow of lymph and enhances the 

immune system [11], improving health in general. It also relieves chronic low back 

pain symptoms and increases functional movements patterns, it provides general 

pain relief, and increases range of joint movements, plus improves psychological 

functions [12].  I believe we should be discussing self-massage as an option for our 

patients. 

Massage is useful to reduce back pain in pregnancy, postpartum and intrapartum on 

the maternity wards. Health care professionals report how massage can decrease 

pain, shortening delivery time, and increase the satisfaction of a woman’s birthing 

experience while in hospital [13].  After unplanned Caesarean sections women would 

also benefit from massage to decrease their stress levels, reduce their pain levels, and 

reduce pain medication [14]. Using the massage mitts for self-massage or massage by 

another family member in these scenarios with benefit the patient and improve post-

operative scar healing, reduce symptoms of pain and increase flexibility and 

movement. Interventions that are designed to promote family participation for a 

loved ones admitted to hospital in acute care wards could improve patient outcomes  

and recovery [15], relative could become a part of their loved ones care.  

Times are changing, we must be conscious of  the definitions used by therapists 

especially when describing deep tissue massage which has become increasingly 

popular over the years as a therapeutic tool [16].  Deep tissue massage may be 

described as the intention of the therapist to work deep into the tissue layers within 

the body to encourage them to relax, lengthen, and release holding patterns. Massage 

treatments must be comfortable for the patient, effective, and energy efficient which 

does not always necessarily mean that the massage is deep and hard to have a deep 

effect. The  fascia system is effectively engaged with slowly and gentle pressure and 

just holding the tissue until the fascia relaxes under the therapists hands and 

treatments can be profoundly deep [17]. 

An increase of skin surface temperature has been indicated in massage due to the 

increase in blood circulation from the massage [11].  There are few studies that have 

investigated the long term improvements on vascular dilation responses from 

massage [18], or how this would affect performance in sport or in tissue regeneration 

and scar formation. Using the Massage Mitts daily for massage with oil or in the 

shower will improve skin and sub dermal tissue blood circulation, oxygenation and 

chemical responses for overall tissue health and function.   

Blood supply is an important aspect in the development of pathological scars, but the 

correlation between blood supply and tissue hypoxia is controversial [19], but is does 

appear that pathological scars have unique characteristics of blood supply that are 

closely associated with tissue hypoxia.  
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Tissue oxygenation 

To evaluate the effect of the massage mitts on tissue oxygenation levels when using 

the Mitts to reduce the delayed onset of muscle soreness (DOMS) post exercise, 

ideally blood serum samples could be taken, but these are advanced techniques and 

require a dedicated team of experts.  Samples at different moments post exercise 

would determine serum blood markers of muscle damage, oxidative stress and 

antioxidant status [20]. Regulation of tissue or muscle oxygenation is essential in 

order to continuously provide cells with energy, in the form of ATP during the 

process of oxygenation phosphorylation. 

There is a close relationship to blood flow and tissue oxygenation [21],  but the 

question here is whether the increased tissue oxygenation generated by using the 

Massage Mitts is directly from the increased blood flow or from biochemical 

responses  within the tissue structure, cells, and tissue matrix.  

At a cellular level the mucopolysaccharide ground substance within the tissue matrix 

is critical for tissue mobility and changes in the fascial system. Any blockage or 

reduced function from injury or inactivity will hinder self-healing and self-regulation 

homeostatic activity [22].  So using the mitts could reduce the congestion in the 

tissue, enhance cellular activity and communication. 

Normally gloves are only used to provide a protection barrier against infection and 

disease and wound depend on the protocol for the type of massage treatment to be 

administered and the patient’s symptoms.  The main area for consideration is with 

oncology patients where patients need to be protected from infection [23]. Cancer is 

no longer considered a contraindication for massage [24]. Patients receiving massage 

therapy during and after their chemotherapy show a significant decrease in anxiety 

levels [25]. Cancer patients can experience high levels of pain [26], but if they had a 

safe massaging tool to use at home where they need it most would have a profound 

impact on their quality of life.  

No literature was cited on the use of Mitts with nodules as a tool for massage or 

myofascial treatments because they are a unique product, but there were various 

references on the short term use of foam rollers [27] and very limited research on 

other fascial massage tools.   

There are numerous research studies based on the clinical experience and successful 

outcomes for myofascial pain treatments  [28], but they do not effectively monitor 

the short- and long-term outcome on myofascial pain to enable us to assess the true 

outcome  and efficiency of traditional and more modern therapies. We should gather 

more information on patient centred treatments, the massage mitts are a fabulous 

tool for patients to work on their own body’s, including massage on scar tissue, for 

oncology patients, and for our elite athletes to enhance performance. 

High intensity sports performance and eccentric exercises induce muscle fibre 

damage and impair the muscles ability to generate voluntary for after exercise, this is 
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associated with delayed onset of muscle soreness (DOMS) [29] . It is a common 

occurrence that limits the sporting performance of elite athletes and stiffens the 

novices’ muscles hindering their fitness regimes.  Sports professionals search for 

ways to reduce and prevent soreness (the onset of DOMS), and explore treatment 

modalities which have frequently included massage treatments [30]. However, we 

are unable to conclude which treatment technique is more effective [31] at elevating 

symptoms.  Foam rolling has some effect on DOMS and increase fascial tension, but 

it still need to be determined the long term effects of using the rollers [31].   

Research that is evolving on fascia in functional anatomy has highlighted the effects 

of restriction and pain on the human body when the fascia system is compromised or 

restricted.  Numerous therapeutic approaches affect the fascia at a molecular level 

[32] and have a direct impact on sport performance, soft tissue pathologies, exercise, 

and movement patterns.  The nodules on the Mitts provide a brief mechanical stretch 

to the superficial fascia that influences the fascia tensegrity, tissue matrix, and 

cellular activity.  

Many studies investigate the homeostatic functions and underlying processes that 

can potentially influence manual and movement therapies [17]. During movement 

and hands on therapies the mechanosensitive cells will respond to different 

mechanical loading of the fascial system [33]. Both physical and chemical 

communication processes are involved between the specialised cells in the 

extracellular matrix [34]. Fibroblasts and telocytes are embedded in this mesh-like 

matrix and are mechanosensitive playing a vital part of cellular behaviour and 

physiological adaptation for more efficient repair and remodelling of the tissue  [33].  

The mechanical stretch the nodules on the mitts produce could potentially assist the 

body with gene expression, protein synthesis, and modulate the inflammatory 

response.  

Myofascial Trigger Points are a known cause of pain, discomfort and dysfunction of 
the facical system [10].  They are present in fascia dysfunction and are associated 
with several chronic diseases and are recognised as  a post-operative symptom [35]. 
When the fascial system is not working efficiently, the collagen fibres are not 
effectively gliding over each other, this stresses the tissue resulting in local and 
referred pain plus altered configurations of movement patterns. Myofascial trigger 
points can cause acute and chronic symptoms in MSK, studies have indicated that by 
increasing the blood flow locally using myofascial release techniques to the affected 
area will help normalise function and motor activation of the muscle [36].  This 
indicates that in theory if the Massage Mitts increase blood flow and tissue 
oxygenation they should reduce symptoms of myofascial dysfunction. Obviously 
further investigation is needed. 

The professional massage mitts are design for self-massage, for patient use to 

promote self-awareness and for them to take an autonomous approach to improving 

their health.  NICE Guidelines recommend we encourage behavioural changes and 

provide services that encourage patients help themselves more.  According to the 

World Health Organisation 60% of all deaths are related to chronic disease (World 
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Health Organization, 2017), perhaps self-treatments would promote more change to 

patient behaviour and make them less reliant on health care professionals.  Any 

product that can promote and improve our well-being will impact our quality of life 

is one worth investigating. Promoting healthier choices to increase our  physical 

activity and quality of life is difficult [37],  but it can have a major impact on disease 

outcomes, and would significantly contribute in the area of chronic disease 

management [38]. 

Therapist feedback 

Therapists with less favourable attitudes about providing health promotion reported 

more barriers to providing the messages to their patients. Barriers to providing 

health promotion included a lack of guidelines, knowledge, and skills. The greatest 

barrier for health promotion in massage therapy practice is lack of guidelines [38].  

Seventeen therapists were chosen at random to evaluate the Massage Mitts, without 

prior instruction or advice. Initial first glance impressions of the Mitts were not 

favourable.  

Those who tried to apply the same old bare hands techniques with the Mitts gave 

little positive feedback. However, after being shown correct massage technique with 

the mitts many the therapists instantly saw how the Mitts would benefit their 

patients. There is an instant increase is blood circulation on the skin surface, this is 

observed by the linear and circular patterns of erythema from the nodules of the 

Mitts. This is a good indication of an increased pattern of circulation, tissue 

oxygenation and increased cellular activity.  

Patient feedback 

Patients who were familiar with the Massage Mitts were able to use them confidently 

on their own - in line with a more autonomous approach to their health by 

addressing their own aches and pains.  They were able to use them very effectively 

and felt more in control of their condition.  Often post-operative patients would 

prefer to help themselves more - the Mitts may provide a safe option.  

Moving forward 

Therapist would need a greater understanding of the fascial system to gain an insight 

to our complex body systems before patients could be help with products like the 

Massage Mitts, and the concept of less could be more beneficial to initiate responses 

with in the fascial system. Also current attitudes, practices, and barriers toward our 

own health could possibly lie within the perception from patients that they need a 

health professional to make them well again.   Further research into the benefits of 

massage especially for certain defined patient groups needs and must be ongoing, but 

we still have limited knowledge and a true understanding of all the underlying 

neurophysiological and biochemical mechanisms associated with massage [8].  
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Research is constantly evolving, reviewing and defining the benefits of manual 

therapies and massage [11, 39].  

Recently scientists have become intrigued with the function of the interstitium, inter 

and intra tissue spaces, the pre-lymphatic connective tissue [40], and the 

extracellular matrix as a method of communication [34].  It is now understood that 

fascia on multiple levels provides support for the whole of the body, rehydrates and 

supports all cellular activity, organs and whole body systems [41-45].   

There is evidence that there are alteration to EEG patterns, vagal activity and cortisol 

levels during massage, and that massage has been represented in several brain 

activities during functional magnetic imaging  in the amygdala, hypothalamus and 

anterior cingulate cortex [8].  This may only be the tip of the iceberg - there may be 

endless possibilities still to be investigated and researched, especially within the 

fascial system and tissue matrix.  If the Massage Mitts are proven to be a valuable 

self-help aid for rehabilitation patients will gain more autonomy over their treatment 

and reduce pressure on the NHS.  

There are various different types of massage, myofascial and fascia treatments [17, 

46]. Some styles of massage will promote more relaxation, improve sleep, reduce 

stress and induce muscle relaxation and others will be more energising, stimulating 

[47], other body workers provide pain relieving and restore function [46],  but all 

massage treatments and soft tissue mobilisation techniques have something in 

common, we are encouraging our bodies to respond to the stimulation of their 

therapeutic intervention  to improve our health [48], reduce pain and restriction so 

we may continue to live life in optimum health.  

Sports massage is usually performed deeper than remedial massage to get deep into 

the muscle and fascia structures, [2].  When sports massages were performed with 

the Massage Mitts by the same sports massage therapist patients reported the same 

deep sensation but without the pain of deep, bare hands massages. There was less 

strain on the therapists’ hands when using the Mitts. Further research products are 

required to evaluate the effectiveness of the mitts for – 

 Self-treatment between physiotherapy treatments. 

 Reduced post-match or exercise delayed onset of muscle fatigue.  

 Scar Tissue and altered configurations of connective tissue post injury. 

Patient health promotions   education are essential for improving outcomes, self-

management and self-massage provides a positive supportive approach to self-care 

and health maintenance [49].  

There is evidence to suggest that massage can be effective to decrease symptoms of 

hypertrophic burn scarring [7].  More clinical trials are needed to develop the 

relevant evidence-based guidelines for scar massage in hypertrophic burns scarring, 
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and the mitts would provide an excellent self-massage too for home care [50]. 

Patient centred research should include the Massage Mitts. 

 

The Fascial System  

 
The vital importance of the fascial system and its role in the normal functioning of 

many of our body’s systems is only becoming main stream in the last few years. The 

Fascial system [41, 51] [51]  has been defined as a whole body web, a network that the 

encompasses and surrounds all organs, muscles, bones and nerve fibres  from the top 

of our head to the tips of our toes.  It also provides a functional structure for support 

for movement.  It is a packing material that every structure and cell is embedded into 

providing an environment that enables all body systems to operate and for cell to cell  

communicate to take place in an integral manner and to regulate homeostasis [42]. 

There are now many research studies that investigate the role of fascia in 

musculoskeletal pain and restricted movement patterns [17, 39] and the impact that 

it has on restricted movement and how fascia congestion effects  all our body 

functions [42].   

Fascia can become congested through sustained poor postural habits, repetitive 

restricted movement patterns, and poor tissue hydration [41]. The dehydrated cells 

collapse and the bi-products from cellular reactions accumulate to cause 

inflammation to adding to the fascial constriction, pain, reduce movement patterns 

and all this has a negative impact on multiple homeostatic systems and pH within the 

body [52].   

Increased whole body movements, localised pressure, and shear movements 

performed on the fascia, (or from the nodules oscillating effect on the skin) can assist 

rehydration of the ground substance [53] . This in turn unblocks the lymphatic and 

endocrine systems and also lubricates and hydrates the fascial increasing its ability to 

move and function [42].  The gel–like properties of the ground substance is 

considered thixotropic, which means that it can liquefy when agitated and return to a 

gel state as it stands, and become more viscous through lack of movement.  It is the 

Hyaluronic acid component of the ground substance which contributes significantly 

to fluid dynamics, cell proliferation, communication and migration in the constantly 

changing environment of the tissue matrix. The interstitium (inter and intra tissue 

spaces), the pre-lymphatic connective tissue and the extracellular matrix support the 

fluid dynamics of the fascia [40], and as discussed helps to rehydrate and supports 

all cellular activity, organs and whole body systems.   

The combination of massage and movement will relax and free the complex network 

of fascia and loosen muscle fascia to relieve common issues that manifest with in the 

fascial system [17]. The nodules the massage mitts provide a brief mechanical stretch 

to the soft tissue and the fascial and the extracellular matrix.  In theory this 
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stimulation would increase localised tissue and cell oxygenation for ATP production, 

increase blood flow to clear metabolic by-products, and increase cellular activity in 

the extra cellular matrix turning the stimuli into biochemical and neurophysiological 

responses increasing lymphatic and endocrine function.  

 ‘Altered configurations of the fascial system’ is now generally accepted as a key 

component for symptoms of chronic pain [33].  Adhesions and scar tissue symptoms 

can be reduced by using massage and myofascial techniques which can significantly 

improve the scar elasticity and appearance [54]. Massage with the Mitts two weeks 

post-operatively may help reduce symptoms of stiffness and pain and should be part 

of a post-operative protocol and guidelines.  Using the Mitts could enhance the 

standard physiotherapy protocols  [55] to improve range of motion, gait 

performance,  strength training and treatment outcomes.  

Localised Tissue Responses 

Massage with the Mitts stimulates the skin, soft tissue, sub-dermal and deeper fascia 

structures to the area where you are massaging and the body turns the stimulus into 

biochemical and neurophysiological responses. There is  evidence  available to 

suggest that massage will reduce pain, muscle fatigue [56] and optimise metabolic 

tissue response [8] to improve wound and tissue repair, they are an excellent tool for 

patient to engage with their rehabilitation.   

Massage as a physical intervention has a positive effect on the reduction of 

musculoskeletal symptoms [57] and can reduce physical and psychological outcomes 

of scar tissue  [7].  The silicone mitts provide a soft non-frictional, non-invasive 

tactile surface area making it safe for the patient to administer self-massage.  The 

nodules on the mitts provide a brief mechanical stretch essential for the fascial 

system ‘well-being’ [33], and the mechanotransduction stimulation initiated by 

contact with skin will enhance the self-healing and self-regulating physiological body 

responses of the body and the fascial system [43]. 

Increased blood circulation 

When using the Massage Mitts for massage it becomes apparent (immediately) that 

the Mitts stimulate blood flow greater than hands alone: lines of erythema become 

quickly evident on the skin.  A good blood supply is believed to be an important 

aspect in the development of pathological [19] and surgical scaring [3].  Massage and 

myofascial mobilisations affect the tension network of the human body [58], so 

promoting and advancing massage therapy practices into health care for self-

treatment would appear to be an obvious progression [38].   

Wound healing and tissue repair is a complex process [4], which ultimately leads to 

fibrosis [59] if not repaired well the condition could become chronic [6] and other 

symptoms of pain and restricted movement could manifest [10].  Massage is reported 

to have a positive effect on scar tissue and traumatic management for both acute and 

chronic conditions  [50]. 
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During the healing process, the body forms new collagen fibres to repair the 
damaged tissue, the collagen fibre collectively form scar tissue, adhesions and may 
cause fascial restrictions [10].  There are four phases of wound healing; coagulation 
and haemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodelling [60].  A scar is 
generally formed during the latter 2 phases of the process approximately two weeks 
after surgery or injury.  If there is an excessive inflammatory response this can 
impair the wound from healing, this could result in scarring and fascia dysfunction 
[61]. During proliferation phase, fibroblasts migrate towards the wound and to begin 
the process of making new collagen fibres, they will eventually become scar tissue. 
Remodelling is the last phase of wound healing, the collagen fibres within the tissue 
matrix  contract, this phase may last as long as 1 to 2 years [3]. Dermal fibroblasts are 
responsible for the synthesis and remodelling of extracellular matrix proteins (ECM), 
therefore we can presume the oscillation of the nodules on the mitts will also 
influence the tissue matrix and fibroblast production.   

The mechanical stretch responses that the nodules on the mitts induce have an 

impact on the ECM, tissue oxygenation, tissue hydration, lymphatic drainage and 

blood flow, but in-depth research. In the healing process the dermal fibroblasts 

regulate inflammation, cell proliferation, molecular function and cell to cell 

communication [61], making them an ideal modality as part of a rehabilitation 

protocol.  The pre and intra-operative tissue management, along with suture 

techniques are vital for optimising and minimising scarring [3, 62], but post-

operative care protocols are paramount to improve post-surgical patient outcomes. 

The massage mitts can assist in the final overall scar appearance. They encourage the 

patient to take control of their homecare to reduce recovery time and improve 

physical outcomes. 

Musculoskeletal (MSK) conditions are also impaired by excessive inflammatory 

responses, reduced blood and lymph flow, tissue oxygenation and the homeostatic 

functions of collagen that results from scaring, [61]. It is possible that manual 

therapies and massage could influence and improve outcomes to reduce scar 

formation, adhesions and tension within the fascial system [33]. By reducing the 

altered configurations and tension associated with fascial dysfunction you would 

reduce pain and increase tissue function and improve movement patterns of many 

MSK conditions.  

The underlying processes and mechanisms that influence wound healing and MSK 

symptoms might potentially be influenced by enhancing the remodelling of the 

extracellular matrix (ECM), [63] as previously mentioned [5]. The ECM is the non-

cellular component of tissues, it is a dynamic network of macromolecules that 

regulate cell function and tissue regeneration that is vital for tissue and organ 

function [64]. 

Not only does tissue oxygenation vital to optimize wound healing and minimize 

scarring [3], it improves tissue repair, and prevents tissue hypoxia which is a major 

cause for impaired healing [65].  Tissue oxygenation is also a major factor for 

consideration in muscle fatigue post exercise [56, 57].  
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Massage treatments that improve blood flow and increase tissue oxygenation are of 

particular interest for the treatment of chronic and acute conditions [11]. Introducing 

the Mitts two weeks post-surgery could impact and improve surgical wound 

outcomes [50] and in MSK the patient will be able to self-massage in-between 

outpatient appointments to improve recovery from trauma [62] and soft tissue 

injuries [16, 38]. 

Patients tissue oxygenation levels can respond differently after radiotherapy 

treatments [66]. Self-massage would increase tissue oxygenation early post-surgery 

and after chemo or radiotherapy treatment to benefit patients. Self-massage with the 

Mitts will also help patients to manage their depleted energy and fatigue [47], and 

could reduce their anxiety levels after their chemotherapy [25], or bring relief to their 

radiotherapy burns [54].  

Many patients after breast conserving and mastectomy surgery suffer from 

myofascial pain which can also cause neck pain [35]. Myofascial pain in not 

uncommon in terminally ill patients [26]. Fascia is very resilient [42], being able to 

self-massage symptoms will bring a new perspectives for both patients, clinicians and 

researchers regarding the functional integration of fascia within the musculoskeletal 

system [67]. 

There are many areas within the NHS to consider for patient to use the Mitts, for 

Patient cantered rehabilitation.  In MSK rehabilitation, health researchers are only 

just beginning to understand the vital importance of the fascial system and its role in 

the normal functioning of many of our body’s systems. The fascial system [41, 51] has 

been defined as a whole body web, a network that encompasses and surrounds all 

organs, muscles, bones and nerve fibres from the top of our head to the tips of our 

toes.  It also provides a functional structure for support in movement and tissue 

repair.  Fascia is a packing material that every structure and cell is embedded into 

and provides the environment that enables all body systems to operate and 

communicate in an integral way to regulate homeostasis [42]. It has been established 

that fascia has a profound impact on wound healing and tissue repair. 

There are now many research studies that investigate the role of fascia in MSK pain 

and restricted movement patterns [17, 39] and how fascia congestion effects  all our 

body functions [42] in MSK conditions.  Perhaps if patients had a pair of their own 

mitts they could be actively involved with their rehabilitation and recovery. 

All fascia in the fascial system is made up of three main elements, collagen of which 

there are twelve different types in the body (depending on where in the body they are 

situated), elastin, and the extracellular matrix. The ground substance within the 

extracellular matrix is a gel like substance that if it becomes dehydrated, restricted 

and congested will hinder cellular activity [68], the oscillating effect of the nodules of 

the Mitts on the skin (external fascia) bring about physiological change with in the 

tissue to rehydrate, enabling the mitochondria within the cell to convert the oxygen 

they need into ATP for cellular energy [44].  
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The mechanical forces that the Mitts stimulate enhance the tissue oxygenation 

process; increases blood flow, and provide extracellular matrix support. This 

influences the thixotropic state of the ground substance to reduce tissue viscosity and 

stiffness, therefore reducing tension in the tissue and increase intra and extra-

cellular activity [63].  

The gel–like properties of the ground substance means that it can liquefy when 

agitated and return to a gel state as it stands. And it will become more viscous 

through lack of movement.  It is the Hyaluronic acid component of the ground 

substance which contributes significantly to fluid dynamics, cell proliferation, 

communication and migration in the constantly changing environment of the tissue 

matrix. The interstitium (inter and intra tissue spaces), the pre-lymphatic connective 

tissue and the extracellular matrix support the fluid dynamics of the fascia [40] 

helping to rehydrate and supports all cellular activity, organs and whole body 

systems [34].   

Localised massage movements performed on fascia can assist rehydration of the 

ground substance [53], which in turn unblocks the lymphatic and endocrine systems. 

This increase the ability for functional movement patterns and lubricates the fascial 

increasing its ability to move [42].   

Fascia can become congested through sustained poor postural habits, repetitive 

restricted movement patterns and poor tissue hydration. The dehydrated cells 

collapse and the bi-products from cellular reactions accumulate to cause 

inflammation to adding to the fascial constriction. Pain, reduce movement patterns 

all have a negative impact on multiple homeostatic systems and pH within the body 

[52].  The nodules on the mitts provide a multiple, brief mechanical stretch to 

provide pressure, shear and hydrating effect to reduce tension, hydrate and increase 

nutrient to the tissue to reduce pain and increase movement for a multiple 

musculoskeletal conditions.   

In MSK conditions the combination of self-massage and exercises will relax and tone 

the complex network of fascia and muscle to relieve common issues that manifest 

with in the body. The nodules on the mitts provide a brief mechanical stretch to the 

soft tissue in the region affecting the fascial and extracellular matrix by increasing 

localised tissue and cell oxygenation for ATP production, increasing blood flow to 

clear metabolic by-products [62], and increase cellular activity in the extra cellular 

matrix turning the stimuli into biochemical and neurophysiological responses 

increasing lymphatic and endocrine function. 
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Conclusion 

The scientific research is available to back up the theories for how these patented 

Professional Massage Mitts work. Further research is required for specific patient 

groups mentioned to validate them as a treatment modality to aid patient recovery, 

reduce the delayed onset of muscle soreness post exercise, save the NHS money, and 

improve treatment outcomes and patient satisfaction. 

Training and guidelines for use of the massage mitts for healthcare professionals 

regarding health promotion and self-massage amongst various patient groups would 

be a reasonable next step for future research and protocol development. Utilizing 

self-massage could provide opportunities to deliver a more self-awareness messages 

to patients and make a positive impact on their own perceptions of who is 

responsible of looking after their health. 

In future studies it may be found that increased tissue oxygenation and massage with 

the mitts may significantly improve surgical, scar tissue, and MSK symptoms.  Using 

the Mitts could enhance patient outcomes; an autonomous massage therapy strategy 

may increase patient satisfaction, giving them more control of their treatment and 

become more involved with their recovery for massage interventions using the 

Massage Mitts. 

Depending on the patient groups chosen for evaluation/pilot study, which may 

include: chronic scar tissue or burns; two weeks post abdominal, total hip and knee 

replacement, or mastectomy surgery (there are many other post-surgery group 

appropriate for trials); MSK setting for self-treatment could include, delayed onset of 

muscle soreness DOMS or various regional studies including neck, shoulder and low 

back pain. 

The benefits all patient experienced may or may not be attributed to the massage 

they received but the benefits of using the mitts in the early stages of post-operative 

recovery, wound healing, recovery need to be explored. 

Advantage mentioned by patient is that they take control and become more aware of 

areas that need attention and are causing pain.   

The interest in human fascia will only increase, we are only just beginning to 

understand its’ important life sustaining role in musculoskeletal tensegrity, 

biochemical responses systems and chronic disease. Fascial dysfunction, pain and 

restriction are amongst the symptoms indicated.  The massage mitts could have an 

important role in the future of musculoskeletal rehabilitation providing patients with 

a self-treating tool providing a scientific practice solution for use within the NHS. 
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Appendix 1 

Instruction on how to put the mitts on 

How to use the massage mitts- 

Apply massage oil to area you wish to massage. If your skin is dry you may need two coverings of oil. 

Rub the excess oil around your hand so the mitts glide onto your hands.  An alternative is to use 

them in the shower or bath with you usual shower and bath products. Wet the skin then apply the 

soap or shower gel, gentle massage the chosen area on the body for 2-5 minutes then wash the soap 

off.  

Smaller hands - after pulling the mitts onto the hand via the tab located at the front of your wrist 

joint will need to push the mitts together via the web space between the thumb joint and the main 

parts of the mitts. 

Medium sized hands - will just need to pull on the wrist tab to aid positioning. 

Larger hands will need to rotate their hands at 90 degree angles at the twist opening then rotate 

their hands into the mitt while puling in the wrist tab.  

The mitts are one size for all.  

Use stroking, effleurage and large circular movement buy gliding the flat hand over the skin. The 

more nodules that come into contact to the skin the better the results. (Try not to use just your 

fingers and thumbs while massaging). 
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Appendix 3 

Design development 2008 to 2017 

August 2008       Trade Mark registration for Soma Therapies  

October 2008     First clay model – designed by Sander Whittle and plaster of Paris hand produced 

by her Farther (Garry Whittle) ready for nodule and support overlay to be added over the next few 

months. 

 

July 2010            Original Design pictures for the massage mitt, produced by Jamie Cook   

August 2013      Design registration No; 4031277 

July 2014            Design Certificate Granted 

August 2014      First Quotation for CAD products and prototype tool with  Network china, Nelson. 

 
Feb  2015                               Growth Voucher Ref: GV-0438-KZ for Advice and Guidance for patent 

(£2,830.00) 

March – October 2015    CAD Modifications 

 

 

April 2015          Boost. High growth start up programme 

May 2015            UK Patent application no: 1518388.2 

May 2015            First Quotation for production of the massage mitt, but no order placed due to lack 

of funds. 

October 2015    UK Patent application no: 1518388.2 

January 2016   CAD Modifications, shore hardness of silicone tested for optimum therapeutic 

benefits. 

Therapeutic benefits now confirmed with multiple case studies and relevant feedback from 

patients’, along with reduced physical symptoms and improved outcomes confirmed the required 

silicone shore hardness for greatest patients’ satisfaction and optimum results. 

Cuff has now changed to ‘pull on tab’ for ease of use and ventilation straps re-organised at the back of 

the mitt for increased wrist movement and comfort for the therapist. 
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June 2016   CAD Modifications 

The ventilation straps at the back of the hand have now been thickened at slight alteration 

to position in accordance to the stresses endured during clinic trails on multiple patients. It was an 

area of stress vulnerable to stress that could mal-function, break. Plus increase wrist dexterity for 

multiple procedures, now lay lower than the wrist line and ventilation straps re-organised at the back 

of the mitt for increased wrist movement and comfort for the therapist. 

April 2016                   PCT application No: PCT/GB2016/053206  

March 2016                CAD Modifications 

July 2017                     First 1,000 mitts ordered from Network China 

November 2017        UK Patent Granted No: GB2543361 

August 2017               Research programme begins with UCLan University for tissue oxygenation and 

blood circulation. 
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Appendix 4 

Soma Therapy Ltd, Massage Mitt Patient Survey 
This survey of 455 clients was undertaken by Sandra Whittle in 2014/2015: 

 

 Post Graduate Certificate in Independent Practice (physiotherapy) 

 BSc (Hons) Physiotherapy working at her practice in Bispham, Lancashire.  

 She has qualifications and extensive experience in The Bowen Technique, Sports and Remedial Massage, 

Advanced Acupuncture, Sports Therapy, Reflexology, Aromatherapy. 

 

The author of this article who collated the data is Gavin M. Lees BA MSc G Dip Law PG Dip Law LLM with a 

qualification in statistics and CIMA Level 1 Accountancy. He qualified as a gym instructor over 20 years ago at 

the Central London YMCA just after completing a Masters of Science degree at the London School of 

Economics & Political Science. He is a Level 3 Personal Trainer and specialist in Diabetes and Obesity (Level 4). 

Physiotherapy clients who had experienced massages by bare hand elsewhere visited Sandra for a variety of 

reasons. Sandra used her UK patented silicon massage mitts with client consent. They then completed a simple 

questionnaire for their opinions on the sports mitts. 

Origin of the patented sports mitts:  

Sandra was treating up to 26 patients a day and was experiencing wrist pain at night due to overuse. Her 

wrists/hands were in splints at night to alleviate the stress and pain. She created the sports mitt (see 

www.sportsmitt.com ) primarily to deliver more efficient results. Not to make a business out of it. 

Subsequently, research has shown that not in all cases do you need deep, aggressive, and sometimes very 

painful massage for the body to heal itself naturally from within. Fascia may respond to more subtle and gentle 

massage. The sports mitts deliver many points of contact (far more than the bare hands can) to enable 

oxygenation. Please see the website for the theory behind this. There is an ongoing study by UCLAN - the 

University of Central Lancashire. 

SURVEY RESULTS 

455 Patients surveyed: 98% (445 patients) stated a preference and benefit of using the massage mitts as 

opposed to bare hand massage.  

 

Reasons for visit to 
physiotherapist 

Gender Age 

Pain  40%     (182) 
Injury/Rehab        20%     (91) 
Keep Fit                 15%     (69) 
Relaxation            10%     (46) 
Soreness                9%     (41) 
Post Op                  2%      (9) 
Pregnancy             2%      (9) 
Pamper                 2%      (8) 
100%  455 

43% Male (196 clients) and 
57% female (259). 

Under 25 - 10% (or 47 clients)  
25 to 34 - 22%  (100)  
35 to 44 - 18%  (83) 
45 to 54 - 19%  (86) 
55 to 64 - 22%  (98)   
Over 65 - 9%   (41) 

 

Average physiotherapy visit per annum: 6 which equates to £180 - £360 pa at £30- £60 per session. 

 

http://www.sportsmitt.com/
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Appendix 5  

Patient Testimonials  

"Lower back pain after deadlift: I did a simple massage with one Mitt 3 x 1-2 mins today (with a small 

bit of the posher oil) on my lower back - probably muscular stuff and tightness in hamstrings, etc. 

Way easier than I thought - previously I couldn't be bothered and not see any point in helping myself 

as I thought I needed a therapist/masseuse to access lower back. Results: immediate warmth, only a 

tiny bit of oil and effort. Used both the front & back of the Mitts. I'm now sitting up and walking 

about with ease having been bent double and not moving for two days in a row. Thanks." Gavin M. 

Lees, LLM, MSc, BA (Hons), G Dip Law, PG Dip Law, CEMAP, L.NALP, F. Inst. Pa.  

“The after effects of the massage continue for a lot longer after the treatment has finished than just 

normal massage”. 

‘’Eight months after sustaining 17% burns over my upper back, neck and shoulders from an electric 

shock, just a few minutes of massage with the massage mitt my back felt ’normal again’’. 

I use the massage mitt daily in the shower with my shower gel. To start with the fibro pain was quite 

acute but after a few days the pain slowly disappeared and I felt ‘fresher’, less pain and more able to 

cope with my everyday aches and pains.  

I use the massage mitt to put my creams on daily, my skin is softer and smoother, and I seem to have 

more energy. I notice the difference when I don’t use it. 

I used to have chronic TMJ pain, now every few days I massage my, face, neck and shoulders with 

the mitt and all the pain has gone away. 

Eight months after fracturing my wrist in a car accident, and having two operations to pate and pin 

my wrist together it still had limited movement. With one treatment I had minimal pain and a 

massive increase to the wrist movement that lasted two days. It’s a shame that the insurance 

wouldn’t fund anymore treatments, ‘’a jaw dropping experience’. 

I massage my lower legs daily and the circulation, texture and colouring of my lower legs has 

defiantly improved since using the massage mitt. 

Eight months after my hernia operation my scar was causing me considerable pain: I haven’t had a 

problem since my one treatment. 

The chronic trapped nerve in my neck was considerably better after one treatment, the altered 

sensation in my fingers returned to normal. I was symptoms free for six weeks. I have never 

experienced anything like this treatment. I’ve had this condition a long time. 

I have a history of chronic Achilles tendinopathy, for many years I have tried various physiotherapist 

and treatment but after spending a fortune I resided myself to the fact that it wasn’t going to get 

better. I used the massage mitt for a few weeks for just a few minutes at a time in the shower with 

amazing results. I now treat the occasional symptoms with the massage mitt and the debilitating 

pain and swelling is now a thing of the past”. 
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They are very good for achy legs and especially good for cellulite areas. 

Started using the massage mitts following a knee injury, I was really struggling to get the swelling 

and stiffness in the knee under control but since I have been using the mitts I have seen a big 

improvement. I use the mitts most days now and use them for the odd aches and pains as well as on 

the injured knee. I would definitely recommend. 

Wonderful massage mitts I wouldn't be without them. You can actually get such a lot of relief from 

aches and pains by simply massaging the problem area yourself with the cleverly contoured mittens 

designed with nodules all over so that you can even use the back of your hand or the thumb to reach 

the spot. I use them regularly in the shower and also give myself a head massage and even my hair 

has improved. To be able to massage yourself and family whenever you choose at home in complete 

privacy is such a bonus. Sandra is one very clever lady. 

I feel I must get in touch to tell you how happy I am with my Massage Mitts! 

I was a little worried to start using them as I had torn tendons in my shoulder which was very 

painful. I used the mitts in the shower and found it was very relieving! 

After my operation I began to use the mitts daily and the doctors were very surprised with the speed 

of my recovery and the fast disappearance of the scar! 

Thank you for advising me to use the “magic mitts”! Forever grateful! 
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